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Across Chicago, more than 15,000 city-owned lots sit vacant. These empty spaces 
represent a challenge and an opportunity for many neighborhoods. The 24th Ward, which 
spans through North Lawndale, has approximately 1,100 vacant lots alone. How might 
these lots provide space for neighborhood activities, foster economic investment and 
opportunities, and also provide places where individuals and groups might gather? The 
Available City Collective imagines these lots not just as infill of 1,100 individual projects, 
but as a whole set capable of providing a distinct identity to the neighborhood. Newly 
designed spaces might include: a roof and walkway that could host outdoor gatherings; 
exhibition or classroom space; a grid of outdoor rooms that open to one another at their 
corners; a collection of storefront-like openings with protruding balconies; a set of flexible 
spaces along property lines that could be home to new businesses such as car washes, 
markets, kitchens or bike shops.
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The construction of a set of new collective spaces on some of  Noth Lawndale’s 1100 city-
owned vacant lots provides residents and others with direct experience of a potential for 
that land. The collection of spaces, designed by invited architects, would provide a variety 
of activities and forms that could attract and foster associations amongst a diverse set of 
individuals and groups within North Lawndale and the city. 

Possibilities for such spaces include (from left to right):
A grid of outdoor rooms open to one another at their corners (Julia Di Castri), a roof and 
walkway describing areas for outdoor gatherings and indoor exhibition or classroom space 
(David Brown), a collection of storefront-like elevations with protruding balconies (Jared 
Macken); and a set of infrastructural jigs along property lines outlining space for a car wash, 
a market, a kitchen, a bike shop, movie projection, and seating (Cosmo Design Factory).

Project Team: Stephen Adzemovic (context model) and Preston Welker (renderings)

Regardless, the exposition prompts further thought about the potential for new kinds of collective spaces within 
North Lawndale or other west and south side wards where the 13,000 city-owned lots are most prevalent.
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